Abstract—Modern communication is containing different types of wireless networks as backbone for various applications used for different users. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks contains many mobile devices and prove to be the good option for communication in various applications including military, industry and remote areas (flood hit areas, nuclear hit areas etc). Generally due to limitations of energy carrying capacity, on demand routing usually vulnerable to various attacks which can be harmful for ad-hoc communication. Wormhole attack is one of the attacks which is very harmful to the ad-hoc communication. Wormhole attack is the most occurring attack in mobile ad-hoc network. This attack is very much active in case of Reactive Protocols such as Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector Protocol. In this paper, we have proposed innovative algorithm for prevention of wormhole attack in mobile ad-hoc network. The algorithm successfully isolates the wormhole attack with 50 nodes in wireless communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In all possible methods of attacks in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), the wormhole attack is the most dangerous and sort of hidden attack. Wormhole attack usually has two attacker nodes which create a tunnel by skipping other nodes and start transfer information to other end of attacker node. Malicious nodes have different range and can be placed on different locations which perform a tunnel of high speed link via a secret channel. [15] These nodes can act as router or host or both at same time. They can form random topologies depending on their connectivity with each other in the network. [16] These nodes have the ability to arrange themselves and because of their self-configuration ability, they can be deployed immediately without the need of any infrastructure. The major performance constraint comes from path loss and multiple path fading. Many MANET routing protocols exploit multiple paths to route the packets. [17]

II. AODV (AD-HOC ON DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR PROTOCOL)

AODV is an on-demand routing protocol [2]. The AODV algorithm gives an easy way to get change in the link situation. [3] If link failure occurred then notifications are sent only to the affected nodes within range in the network. Generally after receiving this notification, it cancels almost all the routes through this affected node. [7] Generally maintenance of AODV process is based on timely updates which suggest that entries into AODV process expired after timer expires. Further updated information is passed to the neighbors so that it can be updated about route breakage. Discovery of various routes from single source to various destinations is totally based on query and reply packets and intermediate nodes use logs to store the information of routes in route table. Various control messages which are used for the discovery and corrupted routes are as follows: [7] Route Request Message (RREQ), Route Reply Message (RREP), Route Error Message (RERR), HELLO Messages. [7]

A. Route Request (RREQ)

Various route request packet are flooded through the network when a route is not available for the destination from source. [3][4][5] Pair source address and request ID identify RREQ and counter is incremented every time source node sends a new RREQ. [5][6] After receiving of request message, each node checks the request ID and source address pair. The new RREQ is discarded if there is already RREQ packet with same pair of parameters. [8] Node with no routes information to particularly destination or any destination will be discarded and information is broadcasted to update information to other routes. [9] A route reply (RREP) message is generated and sent back to source if a node has route with sequence number greater than or equal to that of RREQ.

B. Route Reply (RREP)

On having a valid route to the destination or if the node is destination, a RREP message is sent to the source by the node. [10]
C. Route Error Message (RERR)
The neighbour-hood nodes are monitored. When a route that is active is lost, the neighbour-hood nodes are notified by route error message (RERR) on both sides of link. [6].

III. WORMHOLE ATTACK
Wormhole attack is always launched by attacker who tunnels packets at one point to another point in the network, and then use to reply to the sender again. The wormhole attack can have dangerous effects threat in mobile ad-hoc networks, especially against many On Demand protocols for ad hoc network routing protocols. [14]

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The idea behind using the k-means cluster analysis to detect wormhole attack relies on the distance correlation in the physical locations of nodes. According to the ToA calculate from the legal part and illegal part with different identities overhead time, we can apply the k- means cluster analysis to the mixture of these two ToA streams. Due to the assume analysis, the distance between comprise nodes is long enough. We explore the k-means algorithm, which aims to partition n observations into k clusters. The ToA is chosen as the dissimilarity measure. In our scheme, k is equal to 2. It is obvious that the legal and illegal neighbors will aggregate two clusters. This mechanism will detect the wormhole attack in sensor. For long run detection system in sensor network we will do some packet header changes in sensor network. We will introduce packet counter (forward, receive, sent) and next hop address in table which is attached with packet header. Each node will proceed with this mechanism with K-means detection algorithm scheme. Hybrid Scheme will work for detection and long term prevention of wormhole attacks in Sensor network.

V. OBJECTIVES
To fulfill our require experimentation we will have following objectives
• Detection and Avoidance of Wormhole attack in wireless sensor network.
• To develop Long term prevention mechanism for sensor communication.

VI. METHODOLOGY
Our research will start with study of sensor network implementation and will proceed with Detection and avoidance of wormhole attack for sensors in following steps.

1st Phase: This phase will contain the basic functionality and collection of information (simulator, basic sensor functions etc).

2nd Phase: In this phase we will create a wormhole attack in sensor network and will fetch the difference in the performance of the Sensor network.

3rd Phase: We will implement the proposed scheme to avoid the wormhole attack. To avoid the wormhole attack, proposed algorithm will be implemented in scenario affected by wormhole attacks and this will try to normalize the scenario to its original state. In Neighbor discovery each node records the time init T and broadcasts a HELLO message for the neighbor discovery immediately after the deployment of the sensor nodes. Each node that receives a HELLO message sends a reply. Each node builds its neighbor list which could include remote neighbors connected by a wormhole and calculate the time of arrive (ToA) overhead. Packet header will carried the packet forward, packet sent, packet received, time to live and next hop address filed. In case of wormhole detection, drop packet field will increase.
more than normal count. If it is more than threshold number decided then it is consider being the malicious node. The basic idea behind using the k-means cluster analysis to detect wormhole attack relies on the distance correlation in the physical locations of nodes. According to the ToA calculate from the legal part and illegal part with different identities overhead time, we can apply the k-means cluster analysis to the mixture of these two ToA streams. Due to the assume analysis, the distance between comprise nodes is long enough. We explore the k-means algorithm, which aims to partition n observations into k clusters. The ToA is chosen as the dissimilarity measure. In our scheme, k is equal to 2.

4th Phase: Final step will be comparing of the proposed schemes with wormhole hitted scenario. Parameters for comparison will be number of hops, throughput, Traffic dropped.

VII. EXPERIMENTATION

Basic parameters used for experimentation. Some of the experimentation done for checking the behavior of AODV protocol under wormhole attacks are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>OPNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of nodes</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Model</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause Time</td>
<td>100 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>11 mps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Simulation of AODV with and without wormhole attacks

Figure 2. Throughput variation
The variation of the throughput from normal and wormhole attack scenario.

![Figure 3. Delay variation of wormhole and normal network](image)

The variation of the delay in case of wormhole and normal scenarios.

In above experimentation we have considered AODV protocol with 40 mobile nodes and application Traffic used is HTTP. Wormhole attack has been implemented and simulation shows the variation in throughput (Figure.2) and delay (Figure.3) in both cases. At initial stage throughput increased in case of Wormhole attacks but decreases gradually. Delay shown in wormhole scenario is low as compared to simple network. This experimentation shows the behavior of protocol under attacks. Further experimentation would be on preventing the attacks and have more attacks experimentation.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This Research is our continuous study and we will find the better results in preventing wormhole attack from mobile ad-hoc networks and will prove to be a good solution for saving resources while finding the wormhole attack in Mobile Ad-hoc Network and also will be effective in finding Wormhole attack perfectly. This Research is still in process and experimentation in running phase to test the developed algorithm on Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. A new concept has been developed which can both detect and isolate the wormhole attacks with limited energy used.
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